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CAUTION
The final determination as to the suitability of this product for any purpose is solely that of the user.

Columbia products are not to be used to lift people or to lift anything over people.
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READ THIS FIRST.
The information in this manual is intended to help ensure your Columbia product is properly installed, operated and 
maintained.

Although every effort has been made to make this manual complete and understandable, it is not a definitive guide to 
every possible situation or circumstance.

The proper installation, operation and maintenance of this product is solely the responsibility of the owner.

Safe operation of this product is directly dependent on the operator’s skill, knowledge and judgment before, during and 
after the use of the product.

To avoid hazardous situations, every operator must be knowledgeable about appropriate safety guidelines, codes and 
regulations related to rigging, wire rope, and winch / hoist usage. Remember that an uninformed or careless operator 
can make the operation of any equipment dangerous.

Ultimately, the owner / operator must make the final decision as to how this product will be used and whether that 
intended use is safe.

If, after reading this manual, you have any questions regarding the installation or use of this Columbia product, contact 
your dealer or the Customer Service Manager of Allied Power Products, Inc. for an answer to your question.

Replacement manuals are available free of charge by writing:

Allied Power Products, Inc.
6590 SW Fallbrook Place
Beaverton, OR 97008

THIS MANUAL CONTAINS EXTREMELY IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THE INSTALLATION 
AND OPERATION OF YOUR COLUMBIA PRODUCT. FOR YOUR OWN SAFETY, READ THIS MANUAL 
COMPLETELY PRIOR TO PRODUCT INSTALLATION AND / OR OPERATION.

 
  

 WARNING

COLUMBIA PRODUCTS ARE NOT TO BE USED FOR 
LIFTING PEOPLE OR THINGS OVER PEOPLE.
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General Information

The APPI series of underhung trolleys are designed to carry a hoist beneath the track to allow the movement of the hoist 
to a desired working location, pick a load, and allow an operator to move the load to a different location to be lowered.  
As a standard all trolleys utilize low friction bearings to ensure the ease of movement while loaded.

Trolley Configurations

Conventional Underhung Trolley

The conventional trolley is designed to carry a hoist beneath the track to allow movement of the hoist to a desired 
working location, pick a load, and allow an operator to move the load to a different location to be lowered.

Nameplate

Powered Hoist

Center of Beam Decal

Trolley Wheels

Main Assembly Pin

Hoist Mounting Plate
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Hammerhead Trolley

The hammerhead trolley is a novel approach to meet load handling needs.  One of the primary benefits of the 
hammerhead design is that the hoist does not need to be carried on the trolley which allows:  

• The hoist can be base mounted so there is no requirement to festoon power cabling to the trolley 
• The inherent design of the hammerhead system carries with it a 2-part line reeving which allows the load to 

be lifted with a hoist that is one half of the rating that would be required with a conventional hoist and trolley.
• The weight of the trolley is much less than that of a conventional hoist and trolley since the hoist is not carried 

on the trolley; this allows more of the travelling mass to be payload rather than hoist.
• Typically the trolley has a much smaller vertical footprint which allows for a greater hook height when compared 

with a conventional system.
• The load is truly lifted vertically, where as in conventional system the load will move a small distance sided to 

side as the wire rope spools on and off of the drum.
• There is no torsional loading to the beam flange as wire rope fills and empties the drum as the load is always 

directly centered under the web of the beam.

Trolley

Hammerhead Sheave Assembly

Fallblock

Nameplate Hammerhead Load Line

Load Hook (Optional)

Trolley Wheels
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Articulating Trolley
For applications where the trolley track is significantly 
curved APPI has developed an articulating trolley that allows 
travel and load conveyance around a tight radius track.

 

Powered (Chain or Motor)
All of our trolley systems are available with powered drive 
wheels.  The drive for these units can come from an electric 
motor, pneumatic motor, or gear reduced manual pull chain 
drive.

Powered Chain Drive Trolley
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Optional Equipment

Rope Pull Attachment
The rope pull attachment is used as a place to attach a dedicated rope to facilitate trolley movement.  This option is typically 
used when a hoist limit switch is used and there isn’t another place to attach a pull cord as it may interfere with the operation 
of the hoist limit switch trigger.

Hoist Limit Switches
Hoist limit switches, rotary or plunger actuated, are available as a measure to reduce the possibility of over travel of the load 
while traveling up or down.  The limit switches fitted to these units function by disabling the control signal when the limit 
switch trips to remove the possibility of raising the load into the hoist  in the case of a conventional hoist, or two-blocking 
the fall block into the trolley assembly in the case of a hammer head system.  The limit switch is typically actuated as the 
overhaul plate contacts the limit switch actuator plate.  

It is important to note that the limit switch is there as a means to prevent over travel and not for the purpose of stopping an 
ascending/descending load during normal operation.  Load should always be controlled from the operator’s pendant.  While 
APPI goes to great lengths to select an adequate, industrial hardened switch, using best practices that will provide a long and 
maintenance free service life, typically the OEM limit switches use mechanical contacts to control the switching, as such are 
subject to mechanical failure or loss of adjustment over time.

Overhaul Plate
In most cases it is strongly recommended that an overhaul plate (sometimes referred to a headache ball) is used to ensure 
that the wire rope remains under tension at all times so proper spooling is attained even when the hook is being lowered 
without a load attached.  The overhaul plate additionally serves the purpose of triggering the hoist limit switch as it contacts 
the trigger plate.

Mounted Electrical Enclosure
Powered trolleys and/or hoists with low voltage controls may be provided with the main electrical enclosure mounted to the 
trolley to simplify the wiring of the mobile equipment.

Mounted Electrical Enclosure

Rope Pull Attachement

Overhaul Plate

Load Hook

Hoist Upper Limit Switch

Limit Switch Actuator Plate

Conventional Trolley
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Trolley Position Limit Switches (Powered Trolley Only)
Trolley position limit switches are typically a roller lever arm mechanically actuated limit switch and are available as a 
measure to reduce the possibility of over travel of the trolley as it traverses the beam.  The limit switches fitted to these units 
function by disabling the control signal to the trolley when either limit switch trips.  This functionality removes the possibility 
of the trolley over travelling the end stop of the beam or to reduce the risk of running, at travelling speed, into a hard stop (not 
provided with the trolley as standard equipment).  In addition, limit switch triggers will be required, in some cases these are 
provided with the trolley package, however, they will need to be fitted as appropriate by the end user. 

It is important to note that the limit switches are in place as a means to prevent over travel and not for the purpose of stopping 
the trolley during normal operation.  Trolley position should always be controlled from the operator’s pendant.  While APPI 
goes to great lengths to select an adequate, industrial hardened switch, using best practices that will provide a long and 
maintenance free service life, typically the OEM limit switches use mechanical contacts to control the switching, as such are 
subject to mechanical failure or loss of adjustment over time.

Trolley Position Limit Switch

Trolley Position Limit Switch Trigger

Motorized Trolley
(AC Power)

Hoist Limit Switch Trigger Plate
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Setup

General Setup

Track Structural and Design Requirements
You must be sure your track is designed and installed with all structural loading conditions, both static and dynamic, 
taken into consideration.  This includes the track being capable of supporting a trolley with a maximum load moving 
at its maximum speed.  

The center of pull for the hoist is the center of the beam on the first layer of wire rope to spool onto the drum.  As 
the wire rope climbs layer by layer the center of pull moves out from the center of the beam towards the edge of the 
flange.   This flange loading must be accounted for when sizing the track beam.

If the trolley will be pulled manually, you must ensure the track is completely level and structurally stiff enough to 
prevent sagging when a loaded trolley is moved across it.  If the beam can sag or has a gradient, gravity will make 
the load roll down the incline and potentially create an unsafe situation.

It is assumed by Allied Power Products that the track is designed and commissioned with all structural loading 
conditions taken into consideration and that the track surface is of an adequate nature to handle the rolling loads 
generated when a capacity loaded trolley is in motion.  In addition to the static loading, it is imperative that the user 
evaluate the moment loads applied to the beam flange as line spools on and off of the drum.  

Additionally, for manual pull units, the track must be completely level and be structurally stiff enough that there is 
no appreciable sag in the beam when a loaded trolley is moved across a span.  If the beam can sag or has a gradient, 
gravity may cause the load to roll down the incline surface and create an unsafe situation.

Assembly of the Unit Onto the Beam
The assembly of the trolley onto the beam is a straightforward process, even though there are several different ways 
that one can assemble the unit, the ultimate goal is to have the assembly appear as shown. 

Proper spacing of the trolley plates, and more importantly, the trolley wheel flanges is critical for proper operation 
of the trolley.  The typical spacing of the wheel flange to the edge of the beam flange is 1/16” to 1/8” per side 
(1/8” to 1/4” total clearance.)  In cases where the trolley is traversing a curved beam, the wheel flange to beam 
flange spacing should be increased slightly to ensure that the wheels don’t bind as the corner is rounded.  It is 
also an important point to mention that due to manufacturing processes typical I-beams used for trolley tracks, the 
tolerances as they pertain to the width of the flange can vary by a significant amount (in some cases by almost half 
an inch from smallest to largest flange width.)    The installer must measure the width of the flange over the length  
of the travel path to ensure th at a binding condition is not met during operation, alternatively a narrow section of 
beam flange could create the risk of the load not being centered under the web of the beam or in extreme case the 
wheel could experience abnormal loading which could result in an unexpected failure.  An assembly drawing that 
details the installation and proper wheel spacing is provided with all units and should be consulted at the time of 
trolley installation.
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Setting the Spacing and Use of Spacers
In some cases the main hoist plate spacers are not welded to the hoist plate, in these cases, it is imperative 
that when the trolley spacing is set and assembled for commissioning, the main hoist plate spacers are located 
immediately next to the hoist plate.  The decal is not always positioned in the center of this spacer and as such its 
orientation must be correct.  In the event that the orientation of the spacer is lost, refer to the assembly drawing 
provided with the unit to ensure that it is repositioned correctly.

Once the hoist plate is positioned appropriately under the center of the beam, the main assembly nut and pin must 
be torqued per the assembly drawing.  In most cases use of a thread locking adhesive is required, however, this 
should be verified by looking at the assembly drawing as it will be called out along with the required torque for the 
Main Assembly Nut.  Note: Thread locking compounds act as a thread lubricant when applied, therefore, using a 
thread locker when it is not called out, or vice versa will affect the integrity of the assembly.

In some cases there are a lot of spacers included to allow for a significant amount of adjustment to trolleys that 
are to be used with a large range of beam flange widths.  All of these spacers should be used, if they are not used 
inside the trolley plates to increase spacing, they should be placed on the outboard side of the trolley plates and 
held captive by the main assembly nut(s). 

Installation of a Conventional Underhung Trolley

Installation of a Conventional Trolley Onto An Open End Beam
This is the most straightforward assembly situation.  In this case the trolley is assembled with the spacers set 
to ensure the adequate positioning of the hoist plate and spacing of the wheels, and then the entire assembly 
is slid onto the beam.  It must be noted that a completely assembled trolley can be very heavy and may pose 
a significant risk to personnel as they attempt installation.  If the beam is to be fitted with a hard stop that is 
typically not provided with an APPI standard trolley, these should be installed immediately following to trolley 
being put into position.  If no hard stop is present, one should be fitted to the beam to eliminate the possibility 
of the trolley rolling off of the end of the beam.

Installation of a Conventional Trolley Onto A Capped Beam
When it is not possible to install an assembled trolley in-place, it will be necessary for the user to assembly the 
unit as it is placed on the beam.  To eliminate the amount of time that multiple heavy trolley components are 
suspended in air, it is recommended that trolley be assembled and the spacers set on a work bench, in this case 
the Center of Beam decal should be located half way between the two wheel flanges within ±0.06”.  Once a spacer 
count and position has been established the trolley can be split apart for speedy re-assembly onto the beam.

Main Assembly Pin

Spacers

Main Assembly Nut

Geared Trolley Wheel Flange

Main Hoist Plate SpacerCenter of Beam Decal

Trolley Wheel Flange
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Note: in the case of a conventional underhung trolley, the hoist mounting plate will not be centered under the 
web of the beam, as the system needs to be set up to keep the load centered under the web of the beam as much 
as possible to minimize the moment loading of the track (beam) flanges.  Always refer to the Center of Beam 
decal that is placed on the trolley plate.  The purpose of this decal is to aid in the setup of the system, however, 
it is the responsibility of the user/operator to ensure that the load is properly handled and positioned correctly 
under the center of the beam.

Installation of a Hammerhead Trolley
For the installation and assembly of a hammerhead trolley the procedure is very similar to that listed above for the conventional 
underhung hoist and trolley.  The major difference in the case of the Hammerhead is that the hammerhead assembly will always 
mount directly under the center of the beam, unlike conventional trolleys, since the hoist is not carried on the trolley and the line 
will almost always pass through a change of direction sheave on its way to the trolley.

Reeving

In almost all cases, the line will approach the hammerhead trolley after passing through at least one change of direction 
sheave. (If the change of direction sheave is not present the travel of the hammerhead trolley will be limited by concerns over 
the appropriate fleet angle which is necessary to ensure proper spooling.)  After passing through the change of direction 
sheave, the rope passes over the first hammerhead sheave, down and under the fall block sheave, back up over the second 
hammerhead sheave and on to the anchor point.  It is important to note that the wire rope used for the hammerhead load line 
must not be installed with any twists in its length; failure to adhere to this detail will result accelerated line wear and a twist in 
the line as it travels between the hammerhead sheaves and the fall block assembly.

It is very important that the change of direction sheave and the line anchor be placed so that the pitch line of the rope is at the 
same elevation as the hammerhead sheaves, failure to do so can result in the load ascending or descending as Hammerhead 
trolley traverses its beam.  Additionally, a severely uneven line condition can create an unsafe working condition by making 
the load difficult to move or creating the potential for a hanging load to move spontaneously or become impossible to 
accurately stop given a reasonable amount of effort.

Line Anchoring on a Hammerhead Trolley
It is the responsibility of the customer to provide a suitable anchor point for the free end of the hammerhead line.  
This anchor must have the ability, at a bare minimum to hold the line with a force equal to that of the published 
breaking strength of the wire rope used for their application.  It is strongly recommended that the customer know 
their application well and impose suitable design factors wherever practical to account for any unexpected loading 
conditions that may arise.

Load Line Anchor

Hammerhead Sheaves

Fall Block Load Hook (Optional)

Fall Block Sheave

Change of Direction Sheave

Line to Hoist

Hammerhead Trolley
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Change of Direction Sheave Mounting on a Hammerhead Trolley
In most cases, the first change of direction sheave will experience a 90° wrap angle as it travels from the hoist to the first 
Hammerhead trolley sheave.  For this loading condition, its mounting platform will need to be able to withstand a total 
force of approximately 1.4 times the normally rated load since the change of direction will be subject to rated load in two 
directions, typically, shear across the mounting plate and tension in the mounting bolts.

Safety Precautions

• Never lift or attempt to move a load that is beyond the rated capacity of the trolley, hoist, or 
track structure.

 CAUTION

Make sure hose pressure is at 0 PSI when making 
connection to existing power sources.

• Never move the trolley (either loaded or unload) at an unreasonably fast speed at which it 
cannot be stopped quickly.

• Never run the trolley into the track “hard” end stops.

• Never leave a loaded trolley unattended.

• Never stand in the path of a moving load.

• Never stand under a loaded trolley.

• Never make any type of modification to the trolley assembly or any of its piece parts.

• Always ensure that the trolley track is free of debris.

• Always maintain trolley and its components per this manual and best maintenance practices.

• If appropriate, use tag lines to control the motion of a moving load.

• Only certified operators should use this piece of equipment.

See Hoist Operator’s Manual for additional information.
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Routine Service and Safety Checks

The following inspections should be carried out approximately every six months.  This period may be adjusted accordingly, 
depending on the amount of use, operating conditions, or when conducting other facility maintenance.

Standard Trolleys
• Wheels spin freely
• Main trolley tie bolts are tight
• Trolley wheel nuts are tight
• Condition of wheel surface
• Condition of beam surface

Powered And Chain Drive
• Inspect trolley gear drive for cleanliness (buildup of particulate) or worn teeth
• When used in a dirty environment check cleanliness of gears
• Replenish open gear lube
• Check cleanliness of beam
• Check adjustment of limit switches
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Troubleshooting Guide

Symptom Potential Problem Proposed Solution List

Noise as trolley 
traverses beam.

1. Bearing wear. Replace bearing and/or wheel assembly.

2. Wheel surface/track
    surface failure.

Replace wheel assembly.

3. Debris on wheels/track. Clean wheels and track.

Trolley locks up or is 
difficult to move.

1. Bearing failure. Replace bearing and/or wheel assembly.

2. Trolley spacing incorrect. This problem would typically only occur at setup, refer to 
setup section to ensure the wheels and trolley are correctly 
spaced in relation to the beam.

3. Significant debris on 
    wheels/track.

Clean wheels and track, inspect wheels for damage and 
monitor for accelerated subsequent wear.

4. Wheel surface/track
    surface failure.

Replace wheel and or track surface.

Trolley over travels 
electric limit switches.

1. Switch(es) are out of  
    adjustment.

1. Inspect limit switch adjustment.

2. Verify all limit switch triggers are in-place 
    and contact the switch as expected. 

2. Faulty electrical 
    connection.

Verify that all electrical connections are intact; if necessary 
this troubleshooting may require the assistance of an 
electrician.

3. Switch has reached the 
    end of its serviceable life.

With multi-meter probes in contact with the limit switch 
leads manually trigger the limit switch.  Determine if 
continuity is made and then broken as the switch moves 
from neutral to activated position, if the switch does not 
pass the above test, replace switch.
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Symptom Potential Problem Proposed Solution List

Powered Trolley 
does not move when 
commanded to do so.

1. Faulty electrical 
    connections.

Determine if all electrical connections (power to motor, power 
to motor brake (if equipped) control pendant connections) 
are intact, if necessary this troubleshooting may require the 
assistance of an electrician.

2. Hoist motor has reached
    the end of its serviceable   
    life or requires repair.

Have the motor inspected by someone qualified to assess 
its condition and serviceability.

3. Debris lodged in the   
    gear drive.

Since the gear drive for the powered trolleys is open it is 
subject to contamination, remove contamination, clean and 
re-lubricate gears, and test unit.  If no damage to the gear 
train is observed the unit is okay to return to service.

4. Gear Drive has failed. 1. Inspect the gear drive; if damage to the gears has
    occurred, such as a missing or bent tooth, the gear
    drive must be replaced.

2. It is important to determine the cause of the failure,
    as these component should last indefinitely, to
    ensure the problem isn’t repeated.

Operation Instructions

Manual Trolley
The operation of the trolley is for the most part very basic.  Most units will utilize a standard pull cord that will allow the 
operator to pull the trolley along its track.  It is important that the operator be aware of where the trolley is in relation to 
its end stop, as running a fully loaded trolley into an end stop can be damaging to the trolley, its structure, the attached 
load, and create a significant safety risk.

Powered Trolley
Manual chain powered units are moved by pulling a loop of chain over a drive sprocket which though a gear drive, 
propels the trolley along the track.  Motor powered trolleys are moved by depressing a button on the control pendant, 
given a 2 button controller, the trolley will move one direction when one of the buttons is pushed and the other when 
the other is pushed.  With a powered trolley it is very important that the operator pay close attention to the trolley and 
its load to ensure safety throughout the entire lift and move.



LIMITED WARRANTY
Allied Power Products, Inc. (APPI) warrants the products it manufactures to be free from defects in material 
and workmanship to the original buyer for a period of 24 MONTHS from the date of shipment from APPI. All 
warranties for products sold but not manufactured by APPI are solely that of the manufacturer.

This warranty and liability of APPI is limited to the replacement or repair of any product manufactured by APPI if 
the product is found – upon examination at our facility – defective due to materials or workmanship. All freight, 
removal and/or installation charges shall be borne by the Buyer.

This warranty does not cover failures or malfunctions found by APPI to result from:
 • Improper installation, operation and/or maintenance of the product.
 • Replacements, repairs and/or alterations made by or on behalf of the buyer without written approval from 

APPI.
 • Use of accessories and/or other components in conjunction with the product without written approval from 

APPI.

APPI SHALL NOT IN ANY EVENT BE HELD LIABLE FOR ANY CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGE OR 
FOR EXPENSES OR DELAY CAUSED BY DEFECTIVE MATERIAL OR WORKMANSHIP.

Except for the above warranty, APPI makes no other express or implied warranties and NO WARRANTY OF 
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

This warranty shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Oregon and 
enforced in Oregon courts. If any portion of this limited warranty and limitation on damages is determined to be 
invalid or unenforceable, the remainder of the warranty shall remain in full force and effect.

All warranty claims must be submitted to APPI in writing to:

Allied Power Products, Inc.
6590 SW Fallbrook Place
Beaverton, OR 97008

 
  

 WARNING

COLUMBIA PRODUCTS ARE NOT TO BE USED 
FOR LIFTING PEOPLE OR THINGS OVER PEOPLE.
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